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To,

All Principal's,
Ayurveda, Unani & Naturopathy Colleges,
Affiliated to RGUHS, Bangalore.
Sir,

Sub: Regarding conduct of pending Practical examinations for
Under Graduate courses of Ayurveda, Unani & Naturopathy.
Ref: 1. Reg(E)/Exam/AYUSH/Feb/March-2020 Date: 21.1 12/2079.
2. CC|M{24-1-4/2O2O (Ug Regulations) Dated : 20 lO7 /2O20.

*:r.***:r**

With the above said subject, theory examinations of supplementary batch for
Ayurveda, Unani and Naturopathy were conducted in the month of February 2020.
For the same the practical examinations were scheduled in the month of March and

due to announcement of sudden lockdown in the state in view of COVID 19
pandemic, the scheduled practical examinations of Under Graduate Ayurveda (1"t,
2nd, 3dYear & Final Year (RS-3), Unani (1*, 2nd, 3rd& 4th Year) and Naturopathy (11
3'd& 4th Year) were postponed. These practical examinations are mandatory part
of examination for any candidate to declare the result for the particular subject as
per Apex body guidelines.
As per the regulations of the Apex body the regular examinations suppose to
znd,

be scheduled in the month of September & October. Further, to take up the regular
examinations the candidates have to clear the backlog of the previous term including

ln view of this peculiar situation, the pending practical
examinations have been scheduled from l"t September 2020. Hence, all the
Practical examinations.

principals and respective faculties are requested to facilitate the students for getting
back in to the institute and smooth conduct of practical examinations.

While facilitating for the return of the students back to the institute college
authorities have been instructed to follow all the travel advisories, safety
precautions and other SOP's of the Govt of Karnataka and of the local authorities.
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Guidelines to be followed by students appearing for Pending Practical Examination
of AYIIRYEDA, [INAI\[[ & Naturopathy scheduled in the month of September
2020.
As per the guidelines laid down by CCIM New Delhi & RG[IHS Kamataka, stude4ts
who have appeared for theory examination in March 2O2O attend practical exam for the
computation of result.
2. You are directed to be in college latest by 15.08.2020 before 05.00pm so as to undergo
COVID-l9 SOP protocol issued by GOI & GOK.
-1. Immediately you are required to make necessary travelling arrangements by road or by
air or any other means of transportation by following the SOP for Intemtate and Intra
State travel. The Principal of respective college has to facilitate the same.
4. Students from flood affected states like Assam & Bihar, you are supposed to request
Government authorities like Nodal officer, Flood rescue operation or District Collector to
make needful transport facility to nearby travelling junction.
5. Carrying RGIIHS, Karnataka circular regarding examination and college Identity card is
MANDATORY. You are supposed to produce whenever asked for.
6. It is always wise to take prevention in Pandemic situation of COVID 19 & make sure you
are Negative lor the same.
7. Strictly adhere to WHO, GOI, GOK and any other guidelines in this crisis & also make
1.

sure you are not the carrier.

l.
2.
3.

4.

Guidelines after coming to College
Following SMS i.e Sanitizer, Mask & Social distancing is Compulsory,
Hostel or room quarantine will be implemented according to protocol (irrespective of
resulQ after undergoing test in Govemment Hospital.
At any point of time, you are not allowed to go out of the campus till examination is
over without the consent of Principal ofthe respective college.
Sanitization and needful safety precautions to be carried out in college, hostel and exam
centre-

5.
6.

Avoid crowding of students during examination and also at the college campus.
Wearing mask & maintaining social distancing is to be followed even in hostel & rooms.
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